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ABOUT US
The Child Development Centre (CDC) is a not-for-profit organisation, informally set
up in 1976 and officially constituted in 1978. For over 40 years, the CDC has provided
support in English and Chinese to children with a wide spectrum of Special Educational
Needs (SEN).
Our staff members adopt an interdisciplinary approach to facilitate children’s
development taking into account each child’s individual needs. We provide a variety
of services including assessments as well as group or individual early intervention,
embracing speech therapy, occupational/motor therapy, sensory processing and/or
social skills training, as well as attention and behavioural support to ignite a child’s
learning journey.
Aside from providing educational services for children, the CDC is also committed to
serving their families as well as the whole community. We help empower parents as well
as child-care professionals through family support and counselling services, professional
school support and child development training.

Igniting Learning Journeys - One Child at a Time
Vision
For every child to succeed in their unique learning journey.

Mission
To provide quality learning experiences for the individual child and empowering their
families.
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MESSAGE FROM OUR
CHAIRPERSON
I hope this message finds every family well and safe.
This year proved to be challenging for every family in Hong Kong as the global
pandemic and social unrest severely affected the livelihood of many in our
community. However, education is the cornerstone of a sustainable and healthy
society. In spite of the ever-changing environment and circumstances, when one
child receives quality education and learning support, there is hope in the future.
As always, our first priority is continuing to invest in the essential programmes and
services for children with special needs, as well as underprivileged families to
empower them in society.
Therefore, apart from providing children with the learning resources they need,
we have also been distributing comprehensive parenting tips and teaching
materials via online and offline platforms to support our parents. By enabling
them to recognise the importance of early intervention and how much they can
achieve through their care and effort with their child, parents will have better
knowledge of their child’s learning needs, thus being more understanding and
proactive when walking with them in their learning journey.
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Throughout the year, in order to share our insight and experience with other
professionals in the field, we have been delivering outreach programmes, training
and seminars to schools and corporates. We also partnered with a group of MBA
students from The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology to conceive
innovative ideas to develop our mobile app channel in the ‘nurturing social
minds’ programme, and were honoured to win the programme prize.
We were also grateful to be the sole beneficiary in the Hong Kong Customer
Contact Association “Run for the Roses” charity run. Thank you to the HKCCA
and other sponsors for their generous support and contribution which enables
us to provide specialised and tailored early intervention to address children’s
individual needs.
Despite the current uncertainties of the local and global environment, we
are confident that the CDC’s solid foundation and resilience will equip us to
navigate through the volatility and fulfil the needs of families to help maximize
children’s potential. We will continue to review and optimise the existing service
model and management. By fortifying the core services, a well-balanced and
strong organisation with sustainable growth for our stakeholders will be nurtured,
hence fulfilling our social responsibility for providing children with an all-rounded
education and an inclusive society.
On behalf of the CDC, I would like to extend our gratitude to all generous
community partners, donors, the Executive Committee and staff members for
their much appreciated contribution this year. We will strive for excellence to
maintain our status as one of the professional experts in the sector, upholding our
values to deliver quality services to children and families in need.

Sabrina Ho
CDC Chairperson
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MESSAGE FROM OUR
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
I am proud of the way the CDC team has grown together during this year, despite (or
maybe as a result of?) the disruptions we faced due to social unrest and the beginning
of what is now known as the COVID-19 pandemic. Our team demonstrated adaptability
and independence, reacting promptly according to the volatile situations, to continue
to deliver educational input and support in a physically and mentally safe context to the
children and families in our care.
To this effect, we made significant efforts to ensure that we adopted new skills, timetables
and financial arrangements whilst giving extra advice, guidance and reassurance.
Therefore, we have been able, and feel well-prepared, to carry on with our service
delivery with minimal interruption regardless of the unknown changes and uncertainties
which lie ahead of us.
As we look to increase opportunities to develop more programmes and services to support
those in need in the community, particularly under the current restrictive health climate, it
is vital that we maintain the commitments we have developed over the last few months,
prioritising the health and well-being of all children, families and staff alike. At the same
time, we will strive for continuous growth of the organisation by reviewing and refining our
existing structure ceaselessly.
The challenges of the past year have demonstrated what the CDC can achieve
together. With everyone’s passion and ingenuity, I am confident that we can maintain
our organisation’s status as one of the early childhood special education experts in the
city.
Our commitment and mission stands as strong as ever: Seize every opportunity to ignite
each child’s learning journey.

Dr. Yvonne Becher
Chief Executive
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR 2019/20
ECE SEN NETWORK LAUNCHED
12th April 2019

KINDERGARTENS FESTIVAL 2019
18th May 2019

CARING COMPANY 2019
21st May 2019

DADDY DAUGHTER BALL 2019
1st June 2019

OPEN HOUSE &
PARENT ORIENTATION
17th August 2019

"LET'S DRAW TOGETHER,
KIDS!" CAMPAIGN
24th August 2019

GLAMFEST 2019
7th September 2019

“RUN FOR THE ROSES”
CHARITY RUN
20th October 2019

WINNING HKUST NURTURING
SOCIAL MINDS PROGRAMME
10th December 2019

WINTER CELEBRATION
18th December 2019
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DELIVERING GROWTH
Programmes & Services

The CDC values every child’s uniqueness and is always seeking appropriate ways
to facilitate learning for each individual. Every year, we endeavour to refine our
programmes and services comprehensively in order to correspond to the demand
and change of society. We strive to review and integrate our service structure,
bringing new elements into the programmes or therapy sessions. In addition, we
partner and collaborate with other educational organisations and professionals to
obtain relevant knowledge to enhance services and to expand and consolidate
the SEN network.

SERVED

INCREASED

479

by

1.2%

children

PROVIDED

227

DELIVERED 2,306
hours

individual
assessments
in total

of early intervention
group programmes

DELIVERED

3,699
hours

8

of individual therapies

OUTREACH SERVICES
The CDC continues to develop effective ways to connect with other schools and
organisations. By offering outreach services, we are able to share our insight and
experience in the provision of expanding and strengthening the SEN network in
Hong Kong.

Launch of ECE SEN Network
The CDC is one of four think tank members who created and drive the Early Childhood
Education (ECE) SEN network, which was set up to provide support and sharpen skills for
counterparts who encounter children with diverse needs in their mainstream kindergarten
or early education settings.

FLY Project
We were delighted to continue to be part of the FLY (Fun to Learn for the Young) Project,
an early intervention programme aimed at enhancing the learning and development
of preschoolers and their parents, funded by the Simon K.Y. Lee Foundation. Three of
the CDC’s psychologists were appointed as master trainers to carry out various services,
including supervisory visits to other NGOs and providing training for NGO staff.

Bright Start Programme
From November 2018 to June 2019, the Bright Start Programme (the CDC’s first schoolbased integration programme sponsored by a private donation) allowed us to work
collaboratively with over 20 educators. It provided all-round intervention for the children
involved, supporting their academic and social learning, whilst sharing classroom
strategies to empower teachers with tools and skills to support the children with individual
needs in their pre-schools. We also ran parent workshops to share intervention strategies
that could be implemented at home.
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Sunbeam Project
In September 2019, our psychologist visited the Sunbeam Village Centre in Baiwan,
Guangdong, China for 4 days to provide assessments to children and training to staff.
The centre is run by the Sunbeam Children’s Foundation who provide shelter, education,
healthcare, social support and career guidance to orphans and disadvantaged children
in the area.

Other schools and education centres
The CDC has been working in partnership with international schools and education
centres to provide outreach speech therapy, occupational therapy and psychoeducational assessments which were conducted by our therapists and psychologists.

PROGRAMME ADDITIONS
Launching new programmes and integrating new sessions in the existing programmes
help us to better cater for the diverse needs of our children.

Mini Munchers
In November 2019, we launched the Mini Munchers programme which applies the
“Sequential Oral Sensory” (SOS) approach to feeding and is designed to help children
with eating difficulties in a non-threatening and playful way.
Using the SOS strategy to feeding, the speech therapist slowly introduces the “just-right”
amount of oral and sensory challenges to help expand the child’s food exploration and
eating repertoire.

Social Stars
Social skills are important for lifelong success. By launching the Social Stars programme
in Cantonese in January 2020, children whose native language is Cantonese can be
assisted to develop a range of social skills needed to thrive in their environment. They
are able to learn how to be aware of their emotions, to hold conversations, listen to
others, and build and maintain positive relationships.
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SUPPORTING
PARENTS & FAMILIES
Improving Lives

The CDC values the quality of services which we deliver to children and families. We
make every effort to empower families in order to collaborate with them to maximise
the benefits for their children in the future and to help them to be successful in their
unique learning journeys.

ORGANISED
serving
Parenting Workshops

BENEFITTED

through our Parent-Child
Relationship Building Day Trip

APP FIGURES

478
users in total
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3,833 87.8%

sessions where users
use the app actively

users use the
app regularly

Parent Workshops
Over the year, we organised 10 parent workshops for CDC parents and families.
The objective of running workshops regularly is to enable parents to gain a better
understanding of their child’s needs and learn about the latest available resources and/
or therapy approaches as well as how to implement and support these at home.

Feedback from Parent Workshops
“My child’s teacher is very helpful, informative, and supportive of my child. My child’s
speech therapist has taken the time to write to me to inform me of my child’s progress.
I especially appreciate these things as a working parent because I cannot be there to
watch my child’s progress at CDC.”

From the Parent Survey 2019/20

“Excellent pace and helpful consultation; I have learnt that there are many international
SEN specific options available and will look into these; the most helpful aspect was
listing the schools which offer specific SEN provision.”

From the “Primary One Education Options” workshop

“Fantastic presentation, the most helpful aspect was the depth of knowledge of the
presenter.”

From the “Mini Munchers” workshop
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“CDC Connects” App Usage
Since last year’s launch of our “CDC Connects” mobile app, which is generously
sponsored by FWD Hong Kong, the app has been widely accepted and applied
amongst our parents as it provides family-oriented features and efficient access.
The CDC Connects app helps boost parent engagement and fulfill the increasing
demand for a more flexible channel of communication. Families are now able to use
the app platform to book appointments for parent meetings, to view all assessment
reports, to track their child’s Individual Learning Pathway goals, and to be notified of all
the latest news and announcements relevant to their child’s programmes.
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FAMILY EVENTS
Open House and Parent Orientation 2019
Over 100 guests visited our centre on 17 August! They were taken on a tour to
explore the child-friendly learning environment and to participate in arts &
crafts and sensory activities which were specially designed by our teachers
and speech/occupational therapists. It was a great chance for the children to
become acquainted with the environment and their assigned CDC teachers and/
or therapists. In addition, the parents and supporters were able to get a better
understanding of our daily work before the term started.

Winter Celebration 2019
On 18 December, 31 families came to celebrate the season’s festivities at the
CDC! We are extremely grateful to William E. Connor & Associates Limited as our
main sponsor, and the Friends of CDC for sponsoring the celebration. During the
afternoon, the children enjoyed watching a magic show and participated in
various fun activities run by our staff and volunteers from the main sponsor. The
activities provided learning experiences along with plenty of enjoyment.

Book Fair Tickets Giveaway
The Hong Kong Council of Social Service (HKCSS) generously sponsored 100 free
admission tickets to the Hong Kong Book Fair 2019 for CDC’s parents. 26 families
benefited from the sponsorship.
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SHARING EXPERIENCE & INSIGHT
Cultivating Inclusion & Community Engagement

At the CDC, we work closely with our community partners to help advocate for social
inclusion and equal opportunities for all children. This year, we were particularly dedicated
to partnering with companies to organise social events, and sharing knowledge with
schools and other organisations.

COMMUNITY EVENTS
‘Let’s Draw Together, Kids!’ Campaign
On 24 August, we collaborated with Alfred Hong Kong – a smart locker company - to host
the ‘Let’s Draw Together, Kids!’ campaign. CDC children designed and drew pictures
based on the theme of “‘Home’ Kong (My Home, Hong Kong)”. We were delighted to
see how much the children enjoyed the activity.
In recognition of their creativity and hard work, all participating children received
certificates of appreciation from the CDC, and their artwork was later displayed on
one of the Alfred lockers! By participating in this engaging campaign, we celebrated
children’s creativity and raised public awareness of the development of children with
additional needs.

“There are a lot of advantages in engaging children in the art-making process.
Children learn by doing, feeling and experiencing. During an art activity, children
learn to explore their work by using different mediums, including colours, shapes
and materials. These activities help to stimulate and help children cultivate their
abilities across different domains that are important to their development, for
e ample fine motor skills problem solving skills and language skills.”
Isabel Li, CDC Psychology Team Leader
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Children drawing happily with their families.

The children’s work displayed on one of
the Alfred’s lockers in Wan Chai.

Kindergartens Festival 2019
The CDC participated in the Kindergartens Festival 2019, organised by the SCMP
Education Post, on 18 May at the JW Marriott Hotel. Over 40 educational organisations
took part in the event.
At the festival, our staff shared knowledge and teaching tips with interested parents
about children who may have special educational needs. We took this opportunity
to highlight the importance of early intervention to attendees, and to introduce our
outreach services to schools and educational professionals.

Glamfest 2019
We were delighted to be one of the charity partners, for the first time, at GlamFest 2019,
an annual event organised by our partner - Plus Group International Limited.
During the event in September 2019 at the Regal Kowloon Hotel, we had a chance to
meet the attendees and answer their enquiries regarding the educational services and
programmes we are providing. It was a great opportunity to approach and introduce
our extensive services to people in culturally diverse communities in Hong Kong.
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YCCECE Careers Fair
We attended the YCCECE (Yew Chung College Early Childhood Education) Careers Fair
in April 2019. Many students, who are studying to become early childhood education
professionals, approached us to learn more about the job opportunities and career
paths the CDC is offering. Furthermore, it is crucial for us to know the job nature and
prospects the recent graduates expect in order to stay competitive in the field.

Seminars & workshops
Throughout the year, our professional team has been invited to give talks, seminars and
workshops to local or overseas universities, corporate partners and NGOs, in order to
share professional insight and knowledge with students or educators who are studying
or working in the field.

CDC Chairperson, Sabrina Ho was one
of the panelists for the ‘How to Energise
the Reserves’ panel discussion at the
Charity Finance Forum (May 2019).

Dr. Yvonne Becher held the Early
Childhood Development Scale (EAPECDS) training at the National University
of East Timor (November 2019).

CDC Chief Executive - Dr. Yvonne Becher held
the Early Childhood Development Scale (EAPECDS) workshop at the School of Educational
Studies, Universiti Sains Malaysia (February 2020).
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INTERNSHIP / VOLUNTEER
Every year, the CDC caters for the needs of internship programmes organised by various
tertiary education institutions. By offering intern opportunities to students, we hope to
provide future educators or therapists with practical experience and an environment
where they can observe how the respective professionals are serving children and
families in need.
In the summer of 2019, an intern from The University of Hong Kong joined the Community
Development Team to help with daily work and preparation of our annual fundraising
event; and from January to March 2020, a student studying Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in
Special Education at The Education University of Hong Kong finished her practicum as a
classroom assistant at the CDC.
Throughout the year, the CDC has also been offering volunteer vacancies to corporate
and individual applicants who want to contribute to the SEN community. For our winter
celebration 2019, we were grateful to the staff from our event sponsor - William E. Connor
& Associates Limited, who volunteered to run the fun activity booths at our centre. It was
a great occasion to further connect with our sponsor and enable them to serve their
local community.

“I’ve learned so much regarding teaching and creating effective lesson plans.
Taking the online courses and helping assist within the lessons.

A student from HKEU BA(SE) practicum

CENTRE VISITS
Visitors from other organisations and educational facilities are always welcome to come
to our centre to learn more about the CDC’s daily routine and services. In the last year, we
welcomed 17 groups of visitors, including students from universities, tertiary educational
institutions and corporates.
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MEDIA PUBLICITY
Through interviews and exposures on various media, the insight and experience of
the CDC was shared with the public, thus successfully promoting the brand profile
and image of our organisation.
• Good School Guide (Kindergartens 2020/21) - Interviewed in “Special
Educational Needs” article (May 2019)
• Whizpa e-magazine - Interviewed in “How Best to Manage Kids’ Screen Time?”
article (14 June 2019)
• Hong Kong Resource Guide 2019 - Advertisement sponsored by Plus Group and
“Once Upon a Time…” parenting tips article (25 Sep 2019)
• Hong Kong Tatler - Interviewed in ‘Should You Buy Your Child The New Kindle For
Kids?’ (October 2019)
• The Standard - Advertorial of Hong Kong Customer Contact Association ‘Run
For The Roses’ Charity Run (November 2019)

ONLINE COMMUNITY
In order to help families receive more practical teaching tips and parenting support
from our professional team, the CDC strives to share knowledge and materials with
parents on our social media platforms. These platforms serve as effective channels for
us to communicate ideas and information with our families and the general public.

YouTube: Parent Voice stories
The CDC is always keen to listen to and hear about our graduated students’ (CDC
alumni) progress and development. We have been grateful to record a couple of
heartwarming and uplifting stories from ex-parents about their child’s continuing
learning journeys. By telling their encouraging stories, our mission and values were
widely and efficiently spread to the wider community.

Jong and Isaac
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Ana and Andrew

‘Meet CDC Therapy Team’ Series
To introduce members of our multidisciplinary therapy team, we interviewed
the therapists about their stories and career goals when they started working
at the CDC. By sharing their personal stories on social media platforms, parents
and the public can learn the therapists’ background and their unique teaching
approaches, thus understanding more about the CDC’s diversity and mission.

‘Thursday Parenting Tip’ Series
Every Thursday, we share a practical parenting article on the media platforms. All
articles are written by our skilled teachers, therapists and psychologists, delivering
simple yet useful learning guides and tips for parents to continue to learn with their
child at home.
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INNOVATION
Partnership & Fundraising

Being one of the few organisations specialising in early intervention and special
educational support in Hong Kong, we value connecting and interacting with other
professionals in the sector to exchange inspirational ideas, and treasure the opportunities
to connect with the community.
This year, we partnered and collaborated with organisations, universities and companies
to establish more innovative ways to help the CDC to refine our services, raise the
essential funds and also to raise awareness of the SEN network.

PARTNERSHIP
HKUST ‘nurturing social minds’ Programme
In December 2019, a team of MBA students from the Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology represented the CDC, and won the Autumn 2019 cohort’s grant of the
‘nurturing social minds’ programme. The prize was awarded to us in order to establish
and improve our mobile channels for our staff, services users and partners for more
effective communication and collaboration in future.
The ‘nurturing social minds’ is a programme sponsored by The Yeh Family Philanthropy,
which brings together innovative Social Businesses and students from Social
Entrepreneurship and Venture Philanthropy courses held at 3 different universities in
Hong Kong.
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“During an intense three months, the collaboration with the HKUST students proved to be
a win-win experience for all. The MBA students gained insights into the social motivation
and financial running and challenges of an N
and all five participating N
s heard
about business approaches and thinking which they were free to consider in order to
survive in an increasingly tougher economic climate. The HKUST ought to be lauded for
running such an innovative programme and a sincere “Thank You!” goes to The Yeh
Family Philanthropy for their mentorship and support to this endeavour.”

Dr. Yvonne Becher, CDC Chief Executive

Children’s book ‘Not Just a Princess’ featuring ex-student
‘Not Just a Princess’ is a worldwide children’s book series created by Gavin Leonard
for his daughter, aiming to empower young girls and promote a more inclusive society.
Under the new title “Jade’s Fan-tastic Athletic Adventure”, which was released in
October 2019, a CDC ex-student Nora was featured as a Special Olympics athlete in the
story! We are very proud that Nora has become part of the book’s powerful message of
building an inclusive society, and glad that all proceeds from the sale of books will be
donated to the CDC.

he
was one of the first places where Nora attended school in ong ong. er
teachers were inspiring her classmates were encouraging and the whole e perience
provided Nora with a strong foundation for moving forward in her development both
in ong ong and now in the nited States.”

Brian Murray, Nora’s father

Nora and her father, Brian.
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Caring Company 2019
20 corporations and organisations nominated by the CDC were awarded the status of
‘Caring Company’ or ‘Caring Organization’ at the Caring Company Partnership Expo
2019 in May. We would like to express our hearty appreciation to each and every one
of them for their efforts and thank them for joining hands with us to support children with
additional needs.

BENEFICIARY AND FUNDRAISING EVENTS
HKCCA “Run For The Roses” Charity Run
On 20 October 2019, “Run For The Roses” charity run was held by the Hong Kong Customer
Contact Association (HKCCA) at the Hong Kong Sports Institute, Sha Tin. Being the sole
beneficiary of the event, the CDC was grateful for the generous support of the HKCCA
and all sponsors. Over 300 people participated in the races, and in order to support the
event to the fullest, CDC staff and executive committee members also formed teams to
take part in the 4K corporate run and 3K family run!
At our booth, we had set up some activities to give participants an idea of the kind of
interactive activities we use at the CDC and their purposes. Furthermore, they were
able to gain a better understanding of the services we provide for children with various
educational needs.
At the HKCCA 20th anniversary gala ceremony in November 2019, the CDC gratefully
received a cheque from donations made at the running event. Thank you for HKCCA’s
generous support!
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“This year marks the HKCCA’s 20th anniversary, and we are delighted to organise this
charity run to help raise funds for The Child Development Centre. Through this worthwhile
event, we hope to establish a strong connection between our customers and the
community, also to help more children and families in need in our society.”

Chapman Lam, HKCCA Treasurer

Daddy Daughter Ball 2019
This year, we were delighted to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of our prominent annual
fundraising event - the Daddy Daughter Ball on 1 June at the Grand Hyatt Hong Kong.
With the support of over 480 dads and daughters, we were able to raise substantial funds
to support our professional intervention programmes, essential tailor-made services and
support a strong foundation for future education for more children and families.

Infiniti Wellness Charity Yoga Class
In January 2020, the CDC was made the beneficiary of Infiniti Wellness’s charity yoga
class! “Thank you” for their generous donation and contribution which will go a long way
toward helping the children with SEN and supporting our mission.
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STAFF & ORGANISATION
DEVELOPMENT

The CDC believes collective efforts yield longer achievement for the organisation as a
whole. Therefore, we place a strong emphasis on continuing professional development
for our staff, as well as facilitating open discussion among employees and management.

Continuing Professional Development
In order to enable our employees to enrich their knowledge and improve the centre’s
services, we organise Continuing Professional Development (CPD) training days every
year. On these days, staff members attend workshops or forums which are related to
their profession, or participate in relevant courses and team building activities.
This year, all staff attended a First Aid course held by Hong Kong St. John Ambulance
to ensure our children’s safety. Some of our staff members attended a talk by Professor
Susan Fowler, ‘Parenting a child with special needs: critical partnership between home
and school’, whilst other staff members attended ‘NGO Fund-raising for Impact’ from
the Board Connect Workshop Series to learn the current trends and approaches in the
sector. In addition, in-service training was provided weekly to keep our staff up-to-date
with the latest knowledge of SEN education.
Furthermore, a fun team building day was held for all staff in Mui Wo, Lantau Island,
where we spent a wonderful day on the beach and in the forest, learning, cooking and
collaborating on projects together!

Long Service Award
The CDC recognises the devoted services our employees provide. The staff members
who have worked for the organisation for three years or more are awarded a small
token of appreciation at the Staff Gathering at the start of the year.
Such recognition is given to eligible employees with the approximate value of each
token of appreciation approved by the Executive Committee (EC) and recorded in the
CDC’s Finance Manual.

3
2

staff worked
15+ years

staff worked
5+ years

3

2

staff worked
10+ years

staff worked
4+ years

1

staff worked
3+ years

Training Allowance
Staff members may apply for full or partial financial assistance to participate in various
skills-based training. An education allowance or loan may also be granted if further
education advancement or professional qualification is required at work.

Staff Meeting
In order to discuss and evaluate our services and performance, the leadership team
meets on a weekly basis and a monthly all-staff meeting is held to ensure smooth
communication and to provide opportunities for the discussion of current business. Due
to the pandemic during the latter part of the fiscal year, these meetings were held via
online meeting platforms or by exchanging emails to keep all staff well-informed of the
latest service arrangements and allow everyone to have the equal chances to raise
questions.
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LOOKING AHEAD
PROGRAMMES & SERVICES

REFINING

online teaching platforms

SUPPORTING
children with SEN
to integrate in
mainstream schools

to suit the increasing need
of online home learning
when other channels
are not accessible

PARENT & FAMILY SUPPORT
Establishing
Continuing to seek

PARENTS’
FEEDBACK
on the CDC’s services
to establish a more
supportive parent network
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PARENT NETWORKS
+
WORKSHOPS
to enhance parenting skills
and improve parent-child
relationships

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

FURTHERING
our relationships and
collaborations within
local and international
kindergartens

LAUNCHING

an updated version of a
practical guidebook for
teachers and therapists

PARTNERSHIP & FUNDRAISING
Exploring

INNOVATIVE WAYS

MAINTAINING
ENHANCING
donor and partner
relationships

to raise funds and
awareness to diversify
our funding base

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Improving
the
Continuing our
commitment to staff
development and
empowerment
28

organisational
structure

Identifying
suitable
professional
training for
staff members

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

We understand it is important for our stakeholders to know how the CDC is governed.

CDC Principles
•
•
•
•

Following our Vision and Mission
Complying with Statutory and Regulatory Requirements
Being Accountable for Public Monies and Services Provided
Full Transparency and Communication with Stakeholders

Our Governance Structure
The Child Development Centre is formed and registered as a company limited by
guarantee under the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 622) and is registered under section
88 of the Inland Revenue Ordinance (Cap. 112) of the Laws of Hong Kong.
The Executive Committee, comprising a maximum of 12 members, is the CDC’s governing
body. All members of the Executive Committee are independent non-executive
directors. The Committee members are all highly committed volunteers from the local
Hong Kong community and professionals in the accounting, education, legal, public
services and governance fields.
The CDC does not limit the Committee members’ terms of office due to the small
nature of the organisation and the difficulty in finding people of appropriate calibre
and commitment who are prepared to devote their time and talents to support the
CDC’s vitally important work in the Hong Kong community. Committee members step
down annually and may be subsequently nominated for re-election at the Annual
General Meeting (AGM). All Committee members reflect on the Executive Committee’s
performance through an annual self-assessment of the Committee and incorporate
points for improvement as a result.
The Executive Committee has three standing committees, the Governance, Staffing
and Finance Committees, which deal with these important areas of the CDC’s work.
They aim to meet at least twice a year. The Executive Committee meets at least eight
times a year. An average of eight members attended Executive Committee meetings
in the course of the year.
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The Executive Committee formulates policies and strategies laid out in a three-year
Strategic Plan. It delegates the general daily administration and management of the
CDC to the Chief Executive and the Senior Leadership Team (SLT), following a clear
delineation of responsibilities between the various parties. The SLT consists of: The Chief
Executive/Director Programme Development and Learning; the Finance & Operations
Director; the Assistant Director, Programme Development & Learning, and; the Controller,
Risk and Compliance.
A risk management framework is used across all areas in the CDC including strategic,
operational, environmental, technological, reporting and compliance risk. The Chief
Executive will report any risk-related events and control management to the Executive
Committee for discussion and advice.
The Executive Committee and management team ensure that key controls are in place
including financial, operational and compliance controls. All Standing Committees
report directly to the Executive Committee. The SWD carries out a service monitoring
system review visit, including a review of the CDC’s implementation of Service Quality
Standards (SQS), every three years to ensure the CDC complies with the standards laid
out in relation to service quality.
The CDC adheres to laws and ethical values, recognising human rights, labour standards,
environmental concerns and the need to work against corruption. It strives to minimise
any harm to its stakeholders, maximise benefits to society and the environment and be
responsible and accountable.

Financial Management
The CDC has long been committed to drive for accountable and effective use of
financial resources in pursuing our vision and mission. The Executive Committee maintains
oversight through the Finance Committee for effective and efficient budgeting and
financial management of the CDC.
Recognising the importance of proper use of public money, the CDC will continue to
make best use of the Lump Sum Grant (LSG) subvention not only to upkeep our services
in coping with the growing demand but also to strive for continuous improvement.
In the year 2019/20, the CDC has once again fully utilised the LSG subvention on our
services with no LSG reserve held. Any reserve accrued through the Provident Fund (PF)
received from the SWD will only be used to benefit staff members in accordance with
the prescribed funding ambit and the CDC’s current policy approved by its Executive
Committee.
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The CDC engages an external auditor to provide an objective and independent review
of its financial reporting. The Finance Committee oversees the CDC’s audit process.
The Executive Committee ensures that all appropriate information is made available to
stakeholders through clear and effective channels. In addition, the SWD carries out an
accounting inspection every three years to check all the CDC’s accounting procedures
and to ensure compliance with them in the spending of public monies.

Corporate Governance in the CDC
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THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Sabrina Ho
Chairperson

Tinuade Bergkvist[1]
Vice-Chairperson

Calvin Hsu[2]
Vice-Chairperson

Clara Chin
Honorary Treasurer

Denise Chua[3]

Abigail DeLessio[4]

Jackie Hui

Gordon Jones

Henson Lam

Sonia Chan Lee

Kay McArdle

Abigail Porter

[1] Resigned on 2 December 2019.
[2] Appointed on 28 October 2019.
[3] Appointed on 26 June 2019.
[4] Resigned on 28 October 2019.
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ORGANISATION STRUCTURE
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
Total Income
Total: $22,572,607
Government Subvention
Service & Programme Fees
Fundraising & Donation
-General Donations
-Specific Donations
-Fundings
-Beneficiary Events
-Annual Ball
Interest & Investment

Total Expenditure
Total: $21,081,327
Service & Programme Expenses
Fundraising Expenses
Administrative Expenses

[Note1] Annual Financial Report and Audited Financial Statements can be viewed on our website.
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(In alphabetical order)

Corporations
10 Perfect Nails
Adventure Sports Academy
Alfred by Pakpobox
Alila Villas Koh Russey
Alila Wuzhen
Arirang Korean Restaurant
Attire House
Bank of East Asia
Black Sheep Restaurants
CÉ LA VI Hong Kong
Centre for Heritage, Arts and Textile (CHAT), The
Mills
Chanel Hong Kong Limited
Clearwater Bay Equestrian and Education Centre
(CEEC)
Columbia International Removals Ltd
Concordia Pet Care
Dedicare
Dermagram INSTITUT
Diversified Global Graphics Group (DG3)
Dr Judy Ip Dance Studio
Estee Lauder (H.K.) Limited
First Fertility PGS Center Limited
Flex Studio
Flow Farm & Sanctuary
Food Monster
FRANCIS
FWD Life Insurance Company (Bermuda) Limited
Gift Something
GLOW Elixir Koh Yao Yai
Grand Hyatt Hong Kong
Grand Hyatt Manila
Green Common
HK Ballet
Hong Kong Call Centre Association
Hong Kong Gold Coast Hotel
Hong Kong Ocean Park Marriott Hotel
Hyatt Regency Bali
Hyatt Regency Bangkok Sukhumvit
INFINITI Hong Kong
Infiniti Wellness
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Jessica Beauty Group
JIA Group Limited
Joint Dynamics Limited
kikki.K
L’ATELIERduThé
La Rambla by Catalunya
LC Surveyors Limited
Lisboa Food & Wines Limited
Lovable Products (Hong Kong) Limited
MaBelle Jewellery Co. Ltd.
Makeupbees
MASE
Matilda International Hospital
Mattel East Asia Limited
Maximal Concepts
Maya Health Institute
Melco Group
Mike Walker Tennis Limited Hong Kong
Nicholas & Bears ( HK) Co., Limited
Niseko Resorts Group
Ocean Park Hong Kong
Park Hyatt Seoul
Pinnacle Performance
Private i Concept Store
Rainbow Nails
Red Doors Studio
RL School of Dance
Roger Lee Production Limited
SEA Group
Seedling
Ski Tech
SPRING Learning Limited
The Cakery
The Fleming
The Peninsula Hotels
The Pottinger Hong Kong
The Tepee Tribe
The Upper House
TwoPresents
Valdivia Wines Ltd
William E. Connor & Associates Ltd.

Community Groups/Associations/ Schools/ Public Bodies
Centre For Asian Philanthropy And Society Limited
Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Rusy and Purviz Shroff Charitable Foundation
The American Women’s Association of HK Ltd
The Far East Masonic Association For Charity
The Hong Kong Racehorse Owners Association Charitable Foundation Ltd (HKROA)
The Ohel Leah Synagogue Charity
The Swatow Lodge No 3705 E.C.
The Swire Group Charitable Trust
The Welfare League Trust
The Yeh Family Philanthropy

Individuals
Wayne Ang
Cordelia Au
Evan Auyang
Wayne Bannon
Yvonne Becher
Tinuade Benson
Anders Bergkvist
Ann Bridgewater
Kevin Brocklehurst
Iain Bruce
Linda Burgoyne
Declan Burke
Suzanne Butler
Adrian Chan
Calvin Chan
Edwin Chan
Johnson Chan
Jonathan Chan
Keith Chan
Kevin Chan
Lawrence Chan
Peter Chan
Philip K.C. Chan
Simon Chan
Jimmy Chang
Kenny Chang
Sonia Chan-Lee
Alan Chen
Edward Yen-Chieh Chen
Jonathan Cheng
Julian Cheng
Mi Hyun Cheon
Nelson Cheung
Fook Aun Chew
Chow Hwee Chia
Lai Yin Samuel Chiu
Wilma Choi
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Yim Ping Choi
Stanley Chou
Lawrence Chu
Alex Chua
Denise Mei Ling Chua
Siaw Hui Chua
Paul Chung
Peter Chung
Will Chung
Perran Coak
Elissa Cohen
Jason Cohen
Steve Copstone
Craig Cubitt
Canute Dalmasse
Dhayalan Dileepan
Alex Dong
Greg Donohugh
Leon Lei Fan
Richard Folsom
Melody Fong
Winnie Fong
Frank Fu
Eugene Fung
Spencer Fung
Victor Fung
Tom Gaffney
James Gagnon
Richard Gardner
Richard Greaves
Yang Wahn Hew
Alfred Ho
Colin Ho
Jack Ho
Kenneth Ho
Paul Ho
Sabrina Ho

Vincent Ho
Yau Lung Lawrence Ho
Thomas Holland
Calvin Hsu
Daniel Hu
Stella Jia Hu
Christopher Hui
Jackie Hui
John Hui
Justin Hui
William Hui
Zeth Hung
Judy Ip
Edward Johnson
Han Jun
Esmond Kan
Raymond Kan
Simon Kan
Ken Khoo
Noah Kim
Sven Koehler
Victor Koong
Renuka Kuech
David Kung
Khoon Chen Kuok
Mae Kwan
Myron Kwan
Derek Lai
Geoffrey Lai
Niq Lai
Alain Lam
Kenneth Lam
Sam Lam
Kelly Lau
Lambert Lau
Vincent Lau
Pui Lum Pilar Law

Alain Le Couédic
Ching Yiu Lee
Dickson Lee
Edmund Lee
Jeriel Lee
Jong Lee
Loewe Lee
Michael Lee
Sherman Lee
Gary Leung
Roland Leung
Wing Yin Leung
Andrew Li
Chan Wan Li
Danny Wing Ho Li
James Louey
Andrew Lui
Dick Ma
David Mackenzie
Nicolo Magni
Gail Maidment
Ming Chung Mak
Edouard Malingue
Matthew Moskey
Alfred Mui
Brian Murray
Tsz Wing Alda Ng
Ben Ngai
Henry Partier
James Paton
Paolo Picazo
Paulo Pong
Charles Pratt
Lila Rai
Johnny Ryan
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Loo Sai Yim
Kar Wai Sham
Paul Shih
Andrew Sit
Alfred Siu
Edmond Siu
Peter Spizzirri
Richard Stock
Chang Sun
Stanley Sun
Deepak Surtani
Anthony Sylvester
Melissa Lynn Tan
Agus Tandiono
Chandler Tang
Dragon Tang
Leslie Tang
Simon Tang
Calvin Tien
Harold Tin
Vishal Tourani
Ernest Tsang
Michael Tsang
Newman Tsang
Wai Kei Tsoi
Tina Tsui
Jacklien Tuju
Harvey Ven
Alberto Vettoretti
Eric Vimont
Howard Wai
Edmund Wan
Eric Wang
Tim Wannenmacher
Charles D. Wiemer

Dean Winter
Anita Wong
C K Wong
Chi To Wong
Christopher Wong
Daniel Wong
Gavin Wong
Mark Wong
Patrick Wong
Sui Lieng Wong
Thomas Wong
Tommy Wong
Wesley Wong
Arthur Wu
Bryan Wu
Katie Wu
Mason Wu
Jian Xie
Billy Yeung
Derek Yeung
Eric Yeung
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Siu Mei Yeung
Tony Yeung
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E Ching Zai
Adam Zaki
Ray Zee
Jie Zhang
Wayne Zhang
周昭榮

THE CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
+852 2849 6138
+852 2849 6900
info@cdchk.org
www.cdchk.org

4th Floor, Prime Mansion, 183-187 Johnston Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
The Child Development Centre - Registered Charity in Hong Kong (IRD No. 91/1579); company limited by guarantee.

